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Asami

Asami is a NPC created by Kyoshiro and played by Ametheliana.

Asami

Species: NH-33 (Eihei)
Gender: Female

Age: (Born YE: 30)
Zodiac Sign: Virgo (Aug 30)

Height: 170.18 cm (5'7“)
Weight: 60.33 kg (133 lbs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Ketsurui Samurai

Rank: Taii
Current Placement: Legion 777
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 170.18 cm (5'7”)
Mass: 60.33 kg (133 lbs)
Measurements: 35C-23-35

Build and Skin Color: Asami has a very curvaceous body which definitely seems to exemplify the
beautiful woman appeal.

Eyes and Facial Features: Asami has very beautiful Yamataian features including the traditional
almond shaped eyes, high cheek bones and an slightly narrowed heart shaped face with a pointed chin.
Her eye lashes are long and her eyes are green.

Ears: Neko style with black green fur like her hair.

Hair Color and Style: She has very long, shimmering hair that flows down to the middle of her thighs.
She keeps the end of her hair pulled up into a small rounded clasp that is gold in color with carvings of a
tortoise on it. Her hair appears to be black but when the light hits it right you can see it is in fact a very
dark green. The style it self would resemble something you would expect a Japanese princess to have,
very long, full and well maintained.

Distinguishing Features: Asami has a beauty mark on the bottom left side of her face, just above the
chin. She also wears a green head band that has a dragon design on it that frames underneath her
bangs.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Asami could be summed up as a hopeful pacifist. She enjoys all the aspects of life minus
the violent or hurtful ones. Asami immediately stands out differently from what one would expect a
Ketsurui Samurai to be like in the fact she almost always has a small smile on her face. The aura she
seems to exude is a friendly and nurturing one. Not the harsh unempathetic aura one would expect from
the cold arm of the Empire .

Having spent more time with small Yamataian border settlements and areas that are not quite so
prosperous, Asami has grown an appreciation for a very simple life style. This can be reflected in the very
simple yet informative advice or council others might seek from her. She enjoys being able to guide
others through their troubles by helping provide spiritual guidance as well as work with cultural and
spiritual taboos in order to aid others (such as luck charms for example).

Having spent much of her time helping to teach children while in some of the not so well off settlements,
Asami has developed a bit of a maternal instinct. This will come out at times with those she councils
often or helps.

As a bit of a quirk, Asami has a penchant for trying to 'prescribe' out there mythical, spiritual, or herbal
solutions for people's problems. This has led to things such as palm readings, herbal broths, luck
talismans and various other things that can 'help' an individual through their situation….for a price.
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Granted all the proceeds go to charities an orphanages but still…. It isn't quite a scam ….or is it?

Likes: Sunny Days, Tea, Tea Ceremony, Children, Helping Others, Cooking, The Rain, Philosophical
Conversations, Painting, Dango, The Snow, Flowers (Especially Irises), Reading Fortunes
Dislikes: Violence, Blood, Children Crying, Machine Processed Tea, Cruelty, Killing People, Stale
Bread, Sour Candy, Paper Cuts
Goals: Create an orphanage for children who have lost their homes during the many wars that
have plagued the Empire. To help build and live in a village that follows very old Yamataian
customs (traditional Japanese) were it can be peaceful all the time and the residents wont have to
worry about war.

History

Family (or Creators)

Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Pre-RP

When Asami was born there were great things expected of her. She was fairly gifted throughout her
trainee period and was expected to become a valuable tool to the Ketsurui Clan as a Karibito-no-akuma.
Yet when she was under going the training Asami just didn't seem to keep the mind set for the position.
The idea of killing others seemed to bother her more and more. The Ketsurui Samurai don't have a place
for those who can't keep up and so her sensei dropped her from her training in that field. Not wanting to
waste a valuable resource, the Samurai House instead switched Asami to a class that seemed to fit her
personality better. Six months later Asami was finished with her training as an Arahoshi and left the
Samurai House to aide the Empire. In her five years of life she has only been back three times, the last
being to upgrade to the new NH-33 (Eihei) body.

She has enjoyed travelling and seeing the parts of the Empire that most people don't get to see. With so
many wars occurring, the need for her in various communities has never ceased, bringing solace and
guidance to those settlements that are effected by war either directly or emotionally due to so many of
its citizens off aiding the war effort. Asumi has found a niche with the common people that brings her joy.
Being far removed from the Samurai House has granted her the freedom to discover and explore her
emotions which has aided her in aiding others. Finding that the rigid, emotionless teachings that where
drilled into her to while not be ineffective, to at times need to be properly balanced with a softer touch in
order to truly understand and help the common person. This ability has aided her in actually making a
difference in many of the communities she has visited, a small light in the dark times of war.

With the war with the NMX finally seeming to be over the winds of change have forced Asami into a new
situation. Due to the Shadow Viper betrayal, many things have changed for the Ketsurui Samurai. Being
placed under a semi house arrest, most of the samurai around the Empire have been ordered to return to
the Samurai House. This has put the Ketsurui Family in a bit of a bad situation. Though their order is
heavily uner question and suspicion, their abilities against the lingering Shadow Vipers are need now
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more than ever. Asami was interviewed and chosen out of a group of candidates by Ketsurui Yui for a
particular mission. Having received orders from the Ketsurui Yui and Samurai House, Asami was en-route
to the YSS Eucharis in order to act as a stand-in Yojimbo for Ketsurui Hanako until the current situation
can be resolved. With the Samurai House's hands tied and the Shadow Vipers still at large having a
quasi-samurai pacifist protect a member of the Ketsurui family is better than not having one at all.

When the Empress decreed samurai become a part of the Star Army, Asami did so and underwent the
Accelerated Officer Program, becoming a Chui within a mainly samurai-composed Legion.

RP History

Asami met the princess she was to protect, Hanako, in [Mission 21.2] Return to Ether.

During [Mission 21.1] Return to Ether - Planetside Thread, Asami helped the crew of the Eucharis
set up a place on the icy world of Ether.

After the Eucharis

Asami went back to her life as a wandering Arahoshi soon thereafter, finding that the secluded lifestyle
aboard a ship was not for her and that the princess Hanako was more than capable of holding her own.
She wandered Yamataian systems and planets for a few years, ever capable of finding a face to cheer
and a hand to hold. She was a good shoulder to cry on and for the little ones, a good lap to sit on. After
some years of this in YE 39, she was called back to duty, this time as a sensei for younger students and
trainees at Fort Hajime.

Skills

Communication

Asami is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions.

Asami has traveled around the Empire and become fluent in multiple languages such as Yamataian,
Nepleslian, Seraphim, Saalsari, Lorath, and Abwheran. She can speak and write all six correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Like all Nekovalkyrja Asami is able to transmit and receive data via a secure form of telepathy.

Fighting

All Ketsurui Samurai are masters of melee combat. Asami is skilled and experienced in combat both in
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Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons. Weapons she is an expert in
include pistols, swords, spears, staves, knives, and power armor. Ketsurui Samurai are also trained with
grenades, rifles, machine-guns, and a variety of randomized exotic weaponry. Asami is primarily focused
in flexible, acrobatic spear forms and open hand forms.

Specialties: Nana Kamigami Seifuku Chikyu Ryu Sojutsu is the form which Asami is proficient with. It is a
culmination of many different past martial art forms focused into one. Due to Asami's sensei
disappearing three years ago and her other fellow pupils having been killed in action Asami is currently
the only practitioner of this style left.

Information Technology

Asami is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Asami received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Entertainment/Culinary/Art and Vocations

Asami is versed in a wide range of different traditional Yamataian art styles, cooking traditional dishes
and traditional entertainment forms. Some of the most notable of her skill sets include the Tea
Ceremony, playing various instruments such as the Biwa, the Koto, and the Shamisen, cooking many
traditional Yamataian dishes suitable for festivals and other annual events such as yakitori, takoyaki,
ikayaki, dango, jaga bata and many many others, singing traditional songs, telling stories, Ningyō jōruri
or traditional Yamtaian puppet theater, calligraphy, and kaiga or traditional Yamataian painting.

Humanities and Knowledge

Asami has an extensive knowledge of Shugendō, which is the primary art she utilizes to perform her
duties as an Arahoshi. This art being the proper rituals, prayers, chants and practices she must perform
as a spiritual guide and teacher to those she encounters around the Empire.

Asami is also well studied in Yamataian history and has a keen interest in pre-Imperial history.

She has also made it a point to study many different cultures, customs, and philosophies in order to be
able to better reach those she meets and in essence be more diplomatic in her teachings.

Medical
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Asami is well trained in dealing with a variety of medical situations and is able to use modern medical
technology fairly competently. When stuck with out the use of the former or in certain circumstances she
resorts to using herbal-ism in order to treat individuals. Asami often prefers resorting to these methods
instead due to being of the opinion that it is more natural to cure and heal others through these methods.

Inventory

Asami has the following items:

Weapons

"Zesuaium Spear: Takikuga (滝牙)"

takikuga_滝牙 is the spear that Asami uses. The pole of the weapon is green with bronze colored metal
accent pieces. The blade is normally hidden underneath a circular decoration making the weapon appear
as a Shakujo or Monk staff.

"Ketsurui Samurai Daishô: Heiwa (平和) and Antei (安定)"

The pairs' names translating to 'Peace' and 'Stability'. A rather simple Semi-Transparent blue Zesuaium
Daishô set that’s only stand out features are its colors. The sayas of both are a forest green, with the
tsuka and sageo being a lavender purple. The kashira and the tsuba are both a dull copper color.

Ketsurui Samurai Uniforms

4 Short yukata, white
4 Pair of hakama, red

Star Army Uniforms and Standard Issue Items

Sarah M7 Samurai Power Armor
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32
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2 Working Uniforms. Includes Boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Miscellaneous Items

4 Hirataka-nenju – rosary 念珠
2 Hangai or Ayai-kasa – hat
1 Hiôgi – wooden fan
1 Shiba-uchi (Hôken) – ceremonial sword
1 Oi – wooden box that carries a spiritual statue
1 Kata-bako – a small box that goes on the Oi that contains prayers
1 Hôragai – Conch of the Law
2 Mamejisuzu – small bell, used to ward off evil
30 Talisman cards
1 Biwa
1 Ōtsuzumi
1 Koto
1 Shamisen
1 Ryūteki
1 Shakuhachi
1 Herbalist box with various materials
1 large portable grill with various cooking supplies and spices.
1 large portable fryer
2 large boxes of incense

Finances

Asami is currently a Ketsurui Samurai in the Ketsurui Clan.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Notes

To respect the creator's wishes, this character IS ready for adoption if Ametheliana is no longer on the
site.
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Character Data
Character Name Asami
Character Owner Ametheliana
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taii
SAOY Occupation Star Army Rikugun Commander
SAOY Assignment Legion 777
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